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Agency: NASA/UCSD NNX10AT93H / J. Kosmatka, P.I.
Title: National Space Grant College and Fellowship Program  2010-2014

Agency: UCB/NASA NAS 5-03131 / J. Luhmann, P.I.
Title: STEREO: IMPACT In situ Measurements of Particles and CME Transients

Agency: JPL #1409809 / C. T. Russell, P.I.
Title: Cassini Solstice Mission

Agency: NASA NNM05AA86C / C. T. Russell, P.I.
Title: DAWN: A Journey to the Beginning of the Solar System – Phases A - E

Agency: University of New Hampshire #06-001 / C. T. Russell, P.I.
Title: UCLA Magnetosphere MULTISCALE – Bridge Phase

Title: U. S. Participating Scientist Program

Agency: JPL #1424022 / C. T. Russell, P.I.
Title: UCLA Support for the Composite Infrared Spectrometer

Title: Collaborative Research: Ground-based Imager and Magnetometer Network for Auroral STudies (GIMNAST)

Agency: MIT/NASA 5710003020/ Dr. B. Weiss, P.I.
Title: Development of a Magnetometer for a Planetary Lander

Agency: Boston College/AFOSR #5001828-1 / C. T. Russell, P.I.
Title: Investigation of the longitudinal dependence of ionospheric density distribution and its driving mechanisms

Agency: U. Maryland / NASA #Z681002 / Dr. L. Jian, P. I.
Title: Long- Period Investigation of Ion Cyclotron Waves in the Solar Wind in the Inner Heliosphere

Agency: JPL #1486376 / W. Banerdt, P. I.
Title: Fluxgate Magnetometer for InSight, Mars Lander, Discovery Mission (engineering effort)

Agency: JPL #1492812 / C. Raymond; P. I.
Title: Magnetometer Development on a Future Europa Clipper Mission
Agency: JPL #1497431 / E. Smith; P. I.

Title: CIR Shock and Particle Acceleration
Agency: JPL #1521593 / W. Banerdt, P. I.

Title: Fluxgate Magnetometer for InSight, Mars Lander, Discovery Mission (science effort)

Title: Robust Prediction of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field using Statistical and Physics-based Model Approaches
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